On Jan. 14, as part of the Canada-wide early learning and child care agreement, Nova Scotia announced a reduction in child-care fees by 25 per cent retroactive from Jan. 1, 2022 and other related policies.
nova scotia’s shift to publicly funded early learning and child care won’t be easy, but it’s critical
Participate in a monthly seminar, targeting key issues related to early childhood research, practice, policy, advocacy, and leadership. A strong foundational knowledge of early child development

certificate in early childhood policy and leadership
Family Focus does a lot from its base in the Fifth Ward, but the growing organization hopes to do a lot more, and millions of dollars that may be

family focus, based in old fifth ward school, looks to grow - and city may have funds, council member says
Sponsors of Children’s Day include Child and Adult Advocacy Centers of South Dakota, Call to Freedom, Child’s Voice (Sanford), Children’s Home Society of South Dakota, Delta

children’s day at the capitol focuses on child advocacy
Over 20 members of the Early Matters Chattanooga on Children and Youth's 2019 Children's Advocacy Days this week to collaborate with fellow early childhood advocates from across the state

chattanooga early childhood leaders take their message to nashville
Our study increases accessibility of published pediatric palliative care research to drive advocacy for evidence-based timing of integration in childhood cancer care, and barriers to its early

translating research to action: the development of a pediatric palliative cancer care advocacy tool in eurasia
I know first-hand how important providing our children with a holistic education is, and I use my experience in the classroom as a guiding light in my advocacy. It is now the honor of my life to serve
rep. jamaal bowman: education guides my advocacy and service in congress | opinion
Working with children was something that I And that way, I kept my foot in the advocacy door. [One advocacy group] was called the Early Childhood Partnership of Adams County, and we were

healthcare, reproductive rights a big part of pediatrician's congressional campaign
The non-profit Schuyler Center for Advocacy and Analysis held The report found that the child care sector — and all early childhood services — are on the verge of collapse after years

schuyler center releases state of new york’s children 2022
Those programs listed on the agency's website indicate the depth of its reach: Energy Services, Head Start (early childhood a primary regional advocacy group for abused children, serves

helping woodburn's needy

But child care providers outside the school system are struggling too. Cara Ciminillo, the executive director of early childhood advocacy group Trying Together, said that roughly a third of

pittsburgh public schools and child care providers grapple with staffing shortages
Northam used what could have been a purely ceremonial post as an opportunity to lead the charge to expand and improve early-childhood education the governor’s Children’s Cabinet, and

virginia first lady pamela northam helped expand pre-k — and keep her husband from resigning
The 2022 Children Now Report Card, released Wednesday by the Oakland-based research and advocacy organization that all children have access to early childhood education, the report said.

challenges, bright spots for ca children
United Way of Central Indiana (UWCI) is setting
its sights on improving early child advocacy primarily at the state level for quite a long time. The bulk of what we do is around early